Resolution #23 1993-94

TO: President John E. Van de Watering
FROM: The Faculty Senate Meeting on May 9, 1994 (Date)

RE: I. Formal Resolution (Act of Determination)  
II. Recommendation (Urging the fitness of)  
III. Other (Notice, Request, Report, etc.)  
For your information

SUBJECT: The Scholarly Day Resolution

Signed David J. Carroll  
Date Sent May 11, 1994

TO: The Faculty Senate
FROM: President John E. Van de Watering

RE: I. Decision and Action Taken on Formal Resolution
   a. Accepted. Effective Date ____________________________
   b. Deferred for discussion with the Faculty Senate on ____________________________
   c. Unacceptable for the reasons contained in the attached explanation

II. III.
   a. Received and acknowledged
   b. Comment:

DISTRIBUTION: 

Distribution Date 5/18/94 Signed President of the College
RESOLUTION

Whereas the management of the local bar known as Northbound Junction saw fit to promote an all-day drinking event on Scholars Day, a time set aside by this College to celebrate scholarship and learning; and

Whereas the management of Northbound Junction further saw fit to advertise this event in the campus newspaper as a "Scholars Day Beach Party," offering drinks for a little as 25 cents starting at 9:00 am in order to entice early arrivals, and thus encouraging irresponsible drinking in direct opposition to the continuing efforts of responsible leaders in both the village and the college;

Therefore, be it known that the Faculty Senate of the College at Brockport deplores the promotion of such an event on any occasion, but finds it doubly reprehensible when deliberately scheduled to compete with an event dedicated to promoting interest in, and respect for, scholarship and higher learning; and

Be it resolved that the Faculty Senate forward copies of this resolution to the Good Neighbor Committee, The Stylus, BSG and the owners of Northbound Junction.

Passed by Faculty Senate May 9, 1994
Saturday: 9 - 10:30 pm: $3.00 Old Milwaukee Pitchers. 
10:30 - Close: $1.50 Karmikazi Shots. 
All Day Long: $3.00 Old Milwaukee Pitchers.
Old Milwaukee Shots: $1.75 Karmikazi Shots.
Old Milwaukee Karmikazi Shots: $2.00 any one liquor shot.

Friday: 9 - 10:30 pm: $3.00 Old Milwaukee Pitchers. 
10:30 - Close: $1.50 Karmikazi Shots. 
All Day Long: $3.00 Old Milwaukee Pitchers.
Old Milwaukee Shots: $1.75 Karmikazi Shots.
Old Milwaukee Karmikazi Shots: $2.00 any one liquor shot.

Thursday: 9 - Midnight - No re-entry.
9 - Midnight: $20.00 Any one liquor shot.
11:30 - Close: $1.50 Well Drinks.
$1.75 Karmikazi Shots. 
$2.00 any one liquor shot.

Wednesday: 8:30 - 11:30: - $1.75 OM Pitchers. 
11:30 - Close: $1.75 OM Pitchers. 
9 - Midnight: $1.00 night at the Pressbox.
Any one liquor shot: $1.00 per drink.
Karmikazi Shots: $2.00 any one liquor shot.

Tuesday: 9 - Midnight: $3.00 Old Milwaukee Pitchers.
10:30 - Close: $2.50 Molson Ice.
$1.75 Karmikazi Shots. 
$2.00 any one liquor shot.

Monday: 9 - Midnight: $3.00 Old Milwaukee Pitchers.
10:30 - Close: $2.50 Molson Ice.
$1.75 Karmikazi Shots. 
$2.00 any one liquor shot.

Scholar's Day Beach Party:
5 pm - 6 pm: $3.00 Old Milwaukee Pitchers. 
9:00 am - $2.00 any one liquor shot.

All Day Long: $3.00 Old Milwaukee Pitchers.
Old Milwaukee Shots: $1.75 Karmikazi Shots.
Old Milwaukee Karmikazi Shots: $2.00 any one liquor shot.